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 .We compute the Andre]Quillen or Harrison cohomology of an affine toricÂ
variety. The best results are obtained either in the general case for the first three
cohomology groups, or in the case of isolated singularities for all cohomology
groups, respectively. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Let k be a field of characteristic 0. For any finitely generated
k-algebra A the so-called cotangent complex yielding the Andre]QuillenÂ
n n .  .cohomology T s T A, A; k n G 0 may be defined. The first three ofA
these A-modules are important for the deformation theory of A or its
geometric equivalent Spec A: T 1 equals the set of infinitesimal deforma-A
tions, T 0 describes their automorphisms, and T 2 contains the obstructionsA A
for lifting infinitesimal deformations to larger base spaces. Apart from
occurring in long exact sequences, no meaning of the higher cohomology
groups seems to be obtainable from studying the deformation theory of
closed subsets of Spec A. A very readable reference for the definition of
Andre]Quillen cohomology and its relations to Hochschild and HarrisonÂ
w xcohomology is Loday's book Lo . For applications in deformation theory
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w x w xsee, for instance Ld , Pa , or the summary of the properties one has to
 . w xknow without proofs in the first section of BC .
n  .1.2. For smooth k-algebras A, the higher T i.e., n G 1 vanish. ForA
complete intersections the situation is still easy; T 0 and T 1 are wellA A
understood, and the remaining cohomology groups vanish. As far as we
know, only a few further examples exist where the cotangent complex or at
least the Andre]Quillen cohomology groups are known. Palamodov hasÂ
 .told us that he has computed unpublished the cotangent complex of an
 .embedded point on a line; it turned out that the Poincare series T s [Â
 n. n dim T ? s of this singularity is a rational function. It would benG 0 k
interesting to know whether this is always the case for isolated singulari-
ties.
The result of the present paper is a spectral sequence converging to the
 .Harrison or Andre]Quillen cohomology for affine toric varieties. In theÂ
case of an isolated singularity, this spectral sequence degenerates; this
leads to a down-to-earth description of the modules T n. Moreover, in theA
general case, the information is still sufficient to determine T 0, T 1, andA A
2 w xT . That is, we use the methods of Sl to obtain straight formulasA
w xgeneralizing part of the results of Al 1 .
1.3. The paper is organized as follows. We begin in Section 2 with
w xfixing notation and recall those facts of Sl that will be used in the
following sections. Sections 3 and 4 contain the main theorems of the
paper. First, we state our spectral sequence. Then, in Section 4, we
calculate some of the E -terms and show the vanishing of others. Finally,1
in Section 5, we present the resulting T n-formulas promised before.A
2. INHOMOGENEOUS HARRISON COHOMOLOGY
2.1. Let M, N be mutually dual, finitely generated, free abelian groups;
we denote by M , N the associated real vector spaces obtained via baseR R
change with R. Assume we are given a rational, polyhedral cone s s
 1 m: 1 ma , . . . , a : N with apex in 0 and with a , . . . , a g N denoting itsR
 iprimiti¨ e fundamental generators i.e., none of the a is a proper multiple
. k   :of an element of N . We define the dual cone s [ r g M N s , r GR
4 k0 : M and denote by L [ s l M the resulting monoid of latticeR
points.
w xThe corresponding monoid algebra A [ k L will be the object of the
upcoming investigations. It is the ring of regular functions on the toric
variety Y s Spec A associated with s . The ring A itself, as well as mosts
 n.  .of its important modules such as T , admits an M- multi grading. It isA
this grading that will make computations possible. For general facts
w x w xconcerning toric varieties see, for instance, Fu or Od .
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w x2.2. The following definitions are taken from Sl, Section 2 . We note
that the original requirement that the monoids involved have no nontrivial
subgroups is unnecessary for our purposes.
DEFINITION. L : L is said to be monoid-like if for all elements l , l1 2
 4g L the relation l y l g L [ L _ 0 implies l y l g L. Moreover,1 2 q 1 2
 .a subset L : L of a monoid-like set is called full if L q L l L s L .0 0 0
 .  .For any subset P : L and n G 1 we introduce S P [ l , . . . , l gn 1 n
n 4P N  l g P . If L ; L are as in the previous definition, then this gives¨ ¨ 0
rise to the following set:
C n L _ L , L; k .0
[ w : S L ª k N w is shuffle invariant and vanishes on S L _ L . 4 .  .n n 0
   . . .w is said to be shuffle invariant if it vanishes on  sgn p p l , wherep
 4 .p runs through all shuffles of the set 1, . . . , n . These k-vector spaces
n ny1 .turn into a complex with the differential d : C L _ L , L; k ª0
n .C L _ L , L; k defined via0
d nw l , . . . , l .  .1 n
ny1
¨
[ w l , . . . , l q y1 w l , . . . , l q l , . . . , l .  .  .2 n 1 ¨ ¨q1 n
¨s1
nq y1 w l , . . . , l . .  .1 ny1
DEFINITION. The k-vector space
HAn L _ L , L; k [ H n C ? L _ L , L; k .  . .0 0
 .is called the nth inhomogeneous Harrison cohomology of the pair L, L .0
w x  4THEOREM 2.3 Sl . Let R g M. Then, defining L [ L _ 0 , the homo-q
geneous part of T n in degree yR equalsA
T n yR s HAnq1 L _ R q L , L ; k for n G 0. .  . .A q q
The proof of the theorem is spread throughout the first two sections of
w x  .  . nSl . First, in 1.13 , 1.14 , the calculation of T has been reduced to theA
monoid level. Then, Proposition 2.9 shows that the homogeneous pieces
n .T yR equal the so-called graded Harrison cohomology groupsA
nq1, yR w x.Harr L, k L , and, finally, Theorem 2.10 states the above result.
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3. THE SPECTRAL SEQUENCE
3.1. With the notation of 2.1 we define for any face t F s and any
degree R g M the monoid-like set
K R [ L l R y int t k . .t q
These sets admit the following elementary properties:
 . R R R   i :  i :4ii K s L , and K [ K s r g L N a , r - a , R with0 q  i. a q
i s 1, . . . , m.
 . R Riii For t / 0 the equality K s F K holds. Moreover, if st a gt  i.
R  k.  .is a top-dimensional cone, K s L l R y int s is a diamond-shapeds q
finite set.
 .  . m Riii L _ R q L s D K .q is1  i.
3.2. Let us fix an element R g M. The dependence of the sets K R ont
q R .t is a contravariant functor. This gives rise to the complexes C K ; k?
 .q G 1 defined as
C q K R ; k [ C q K R ; k 0 F p F dim s , . . . [p t
tFs , dim tsp
q R . q R . pwith C K ; k [ C B, K ; k and the obvious differentials d :t t
q R . q R .  q R .C K ; k ª C K ; k . One has to use the maps C K ; k ªpy1 p t
q R . X  .XC K ; k for any pair t F t of p y 1 - and p-dimensional faces,t
respectively. The only problem might be the sign; it arises from compari-
X .son of the prefixed orientations of t and t . Our complex begins as
m
q q R q R0 ª C L ; k ª C K ; k ª C K ; k .  .  .[ [q  i.  i j.
i jis1  :a , a Fs
ª C q K R ; k ª ??? . .[ t
dim ts3
q  . .LEMMA. The canonical k-linear map C L _ R q L , L ; k ªq q
q R .C K ; k is a quasi-isomorphism, i.e., a resolution of the first ¨ector space.?
Proof. For an r g L : M we define the k-vector spaceq
q qV r [ w : l g L l s r ª k w is shuffle invariant . . q ¨ 5 5
¨
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Then our complex splits into a direct product over r g L . Its homoge-q
neous factors equal
 < R 4  < R4i rgK tFs dim ts2; rgKq q q i. t0 ª V r ª V r ª V r .  .  .
 < R4tFs dim ts3; rgKq tª V r ª ??? . .
q q On the other hand, denoting by H the half-space H [ a g N Nr , R r , R R
 :  :4 R  4a, r - a, R : N , the relation r g K is equivalent to t _ 0 :R t
Hq . Hence the complex for computing the reduced cohomology of ther , R
  4.qtopological space D t _ 0 : s equalst _04: H r , R
0 ª k ª k i < r g K  i.R 4 ª k t F s <dim ts2; r g KtR4 ª k t F s <dim ts3; r g KtR4 ª ???
if s l Hq / B, i.e., r g D K R ; it is trivial otherwise. Sincer , R i  i.
  4.qD t _ 0 is contractible, this complex is always exact. Thust _04: H r , Rq R . q .t F s <dim ts ?; r g KtR4 q .RC K ; k s  V r has  V r s? r g L r g L _D K .q q i  i.q  . .C L _ R q L , L ; k as cohomology in 0, and it is exact elsewhere.q q
3.3. Combining the differentials d p from 3.2 and d q from 2.2, we
? R .  .obtain a double complex C K ; k 0 F p F dim s ; q G 1 .?
w xTHEOREM. The Andre]Quillen cohomology of A s k L equals the coho-Â
mology of the total complex, that is,
n nq1 ? ? RT yR s H tot C K ; k for n G 0. .  . .A ?
w s x n .Moreo¨er, gi¨ en an element s g L, the multiplication ?x : T yR ªA
n . ? R . ? Ry s .T yR q s is gi¨ en by the homomorphism C K ; k ª C K ; k as-A ? ?
signed to the inclusions K Ry s : K R.t t
Proof. The first part is a straightforward consequence of Theorem 2.3
and the previous lemma}just use the corresponding spectral sequence of
the double complex. For the A-module structure of T n, one easily ob-A
w x sserves from the proofs in Sl that the multiplication with x arises from
?  . . ? w xthe complex homomorphism C L _ R q L , L ; k ª C L _ R y sq q q
. . w xq L , L ; k provided by the inclusion R q L : R y s q L.q
COROLLARY 3.4. There is a spectral sequence
E p , q s HAq K R ; k « T pqqy1 yR . . .[1 t A
dim tsp
Proof. This is the other spectral sequence associated with the double
? R .complex C K ; k .?
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4. THE E -LEVEL1
DEFINITION 4.1. Let K : M be an arbitrary subset of the lattice M. A
 .  .  .function f : K ª k is called quasi-linear if f r q f s s f r q s for any r
and s with r, s, r q s g K. The vector space of quasilinear functions is
 .denoted by Hom K, k .
2 1 R. 2 R.Recalling the differential d : C K ª C K from 2.2 shows thatt t
?, 1 1 R R .  .the E -summands HA K ; k equal Hom K , k .1 t t
4.2. The orbits of the torus acting on Y are parameterized by thes
space of s ; the singular locus of Y is the disjoint union of some of theses
orbits. We call a face t F s smooth if our toric variety is smooth along
 .orb t . It is one of the basic facts that smooth faces are characterized by
being generated from a part of a Z-basis of N. In particular, 0 and the
one-dimensional faces are always smooth.
PROPOSITION. If t F s is a smooth face, then the injections
R R .  .Hom span K , k ¨ Hom K , k are e¨en isomorphisms. Moreo¨er,k k t t
span K R s F i span K R , and the latter ¨ector spaces equal span K Rk t a gt k  i. k  i.
 i.H  i :s M , a , or 0 if a , R G 2, s 1, or F 0, respecti¨ ely.k
Proof. Let f : K R ª k be quasi-linear; it suffices to extend f to at
Z-linear map defined on span K R : M. If R was nonpositive on any ofZ t
R  .the generators of t , then K would be empty anyway. Hence, if w.l.o.g.t
 1 k:  i :t s a , . . . , a , we may assume that a , R G 2 for i s 1, . . . , l and
 j :a , R s 1 for j s l q 1, . . . , k.
K R contains the easy part, t H lL ; it is no problem at all to extendt q
f H to a Z-linear function defined on t H l M. In general, we have to<t l Lq ¨ R  ¨ .show that for elements s g K the value  f s only depends ont ¨
¨   .s [  s , not on the summands themselves. Then, f s may be defined¨
.as this value.
By smoothness of t there exist elements r1, . . . , r l g K R such thatt
 i j:a , r s d for 1 F i F k and 1 F j F l. Hence, quasi-linearity of fi j
implies
l
¨ i ¨ i ¨ :f s s a , s f r q f p .  .  .
is1
¨ ¨  i ¨: i Hwith p [ s y a , s r g t l M .
i
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Summing up yields
l
¨ i i ¨ :f s s a , s f r q f p .  .  .  
¨ ¨is1
l
i i i i :  :s a , s f r q f s y a , s r . .  /
is1 i
R k  j.HiFinally, the second claim follows by F span K s F a sa gt k  i. jslq1
H 1 l R .span t ; r , . . . , r s span K .k k t
4.3. We turn to the remaining part of the first level and show the
vanishing of E p, G 2 if Y is smooth in codimension p:1 s
q R .THEOREM. If t F s is a smooth face, then HA K ; k s 0 for q G 2.t
Proof. We proceed by induction on dim t , i.e., we may assume that the
 .vanishing holds for all proper faces of t . Let r t be an arbitrary element
 k H. w  .xH  .of int s l t l M, i.e., t s s l r t . Then, via R [ R y g ? r tg
 .with g g Z, one obtains an infinite if t / s series of degrees admitting
the following two properties:
 . R g R  .i K s K for any g g Z since R s R on t , andt t g
 . R g X X Xii K / B implies t F t for any face t F s and g 4 0 sincet
 j : j .a , R F 0 if a f t .g
In particular, in degree yR with g 4 0, the first level of our spectralg
sequence is shaped as follows:
v
q R X .XFor p - dim t only HA K ; k with t F t appear as summandst
of E p, q. By the induction hypothesis they even vanish for q G 2.1
v
p, q q R .For p s dim t it follows that E s HA K ; k .1 t
v
p, q w xAll vector spaces E vanish beyond the p s dim t line.1
Hence, the differentials d : E p, q ª E pq r , qyrq1 are trivial for r G 1,r r r
q G 2, and we obtain
T qqdim ty1 yR s HAq K R ; k for g 4 0. .  .A g t
Moreover, under this identification, the multiplication
w r t . x qqdim ty1 qqdim ty1?x : T yR ª T yR .  .A g A gq1
is just the identity map. On the other hand, we may restrict T n [ T n tos A
w k x w k xthe smooth, open subset Y [ Spec k t l M : Y . Since k t l Mt s
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w k x r t .equals the localization of k s l M by the element x , we obtain
n w k x r t . nT k s l M s T s 0 for n G 1.m xs t
kw xk s lM
qqdim ty1 . qqdim ty1In particular, any element of T yR : T will be killedA g A
r t . q R .by some power of x ; but this means HA K ; k s 0.t
COROLLARY 4.4. E0, q s E1, q s 0 for q G 2.1 1
5. APPLICATIONS
5.1. The main ingredient for describing the Andre]Quillen cohomol-Â
R ?, 1 .  .ogy of Y will be the complex Hom K , k s E , d , which is built froms ? 1 1
R q R q R .  .  .the vector spaces Hom K , k as C K ; k was from C K ; k in 3.2. Itt ? t
 R. ?contains span K as a subcomplex.k ?
5.2. First, we discuss the case of an isolated singularity Y . Here, ours
spectral sequence degenerates completely.
THEOREM. Let Y be an isolated singularity. Then, the Andre]QuillenÂs
cohomology in degree yR equals
T n yR .A
Un R n R¡H Hom K , k s H span K for 0 F n F dim s y 1 .  . .  .? k ?
dim s R~H Hom K , k for n s dim ss  . .?
nydim sq1 R¢HA K ; k for n G dim s q 1. .s
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Proof. The first level of the spectral sequence is nontrivial only in E p, 11
with 0 F p F dim s and Edim s , q with q G 1, respectively. Moreover, the1
UR R .  .complexes Hom K , k and span K are equal up to position p s? k ?
dim s y 1.
5.3. In the general case, we still have enough information to determine
the deformation-relevant modules T 0, T 1, and T 2. Under the additionalA A A
hypothesis of smoothness in codimension 2, these results have already
w xbeen obtained in Al 1 with a different proof.
THEOREM. Let s be an arbitrary rational, polyhedral cone with apex in 0.
Then, for e¨ery R g M,
n n RT yR s H Hom K , k for n s 0, 1, 2. .  . .A ?
n R.U .Moreo¨er, for n s 0, 1, this ¨ector space equals H span K , too.k ?
Proof. This is a direct consequence of Corollary 4.4.
 R.U5.4. Since the complex span K is much easier to handle thank ?
R 2 .Hom K , k , it pays to look for sufficient conditions for T s? A
2 R.U .H span K to hold.k ?
PROPOSITION. If Y is Gorenstein in codimension 2, i.e., for e¨erys
 i j:  .two-dimensional face a , a F s there is an element r i, j g M such that
 i  .:  j  .:a , r i, j s a , r i, j s 1, then
U2 2 RT s H span K . . .A k ?
 i j:  R .UProof. For edges a , a F s we have to show that span K ¨k  i j.
R .Hom K , k is an isomorphism. We will adapt the proof of 4.2. i j.
 i :  j :  . RIt may be assumed that a , R ; a , R G 1 and r i, j g K . Let i j.
<  i j. < id [ det a , a g Z; it is the smallest positive value of a possible on
 j.H i  j.H  i i:elements of L l a . We choose an r g L l a with a , r s d;
 . 1 ltogether with r i, j it will play the same role as r , . . . , r did in 4.2.
 i :  i :  j :  i R .Case 1. a , R ) d and a , R G a , R in particular, r g K . i j.
¨  .Then, elements s or s cf. 4.2 may be represented as
i j :  :a , R y a , R Hj i i j :s s a , s ? r i , j q r q a , a yelements . .  .
d
 i :  j :The difference a , R y a , R is always divisible by d, i.e., the coeffi-
cients are integers.
 i :  j : R  i j.H  .Case 2. a , R ; a , R F d. This implies K : a , a qZ ? r i, j i j.
 i j.H  i :s a y a . In particular, we may use the representation s s a , s ?
i j H . w . xr i, j q a , a yelements .
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COROLLARY. Let Y be a three-dimensional, toric Gorenstein singularity,s
 1 m: mq 1 1i.e., s s a , . . . , a with a [ a being the cone o¨er a lattice polygon
embedded in height one. Then
m m
U2 R RT yR s span K span K . .  .F FA k  i , iq1. k  i , iq1. /
is1 is1
5.5. Finally, we would like to mention an alternative to the complexes
UR R .  .  .span K and Hom K , k . Let E : L be the finite set of nonsplit-k ? ? q
table elements in L ; it is the minimal generator set of the monoidq
L s s kl M and gives rise to a canonical surjection p : Z E ª M. The
 .relations among E-elements are gathered in the Z-module L E [ ker p .
 . q y q y EEvery q g L E splits into a difference q s q y q with q , q g N
q y q y .  .and  q q s 0. We denote by q g L the image q [ p q s p q .¨ ¨ ¨
R R  R.  . EtRDEFINITION. With E [ E l K , we define L E [ L E l Zt t t
R R .  .and L E : L E to be the submodule generated by the relationst t
R R . q g L E such that q g K . Notice that with E s E the notation differst 0
w x .slightly from that in Al 1 .
 .As usual cf. 3.2 , we may construct complexes from these finitely
generated, free abelian groups. They fit into the following commutative
diagram with exact rows:
6 R U 6 E R 6 R 6? .   . .0 span K k Hom L E , k 0k ? Z ?
6 6 6
;
RR E R6 6 6 6? .   . .0 Hom K , k k Hom L E , k 0? Z ?
n .PROPOSITION. The k-duals of T yR equalA
U1 R RT yR s L E L E .  .D A k  i. k  i. /
i i
and
U2T yR .A
R R Rs ker L E ª L E im L E ª L E . . .  .  .[ [ [k  i. k  i j. k  i. /  /
i ij i
Proof. As in the proof of the lemma in 3.2, one obtains that the
complex k E ?
R
has no cohomology except H 0 s k E _ DiE i.R . Hence, the long
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exact sequence for the second row in the above diagram yields isomor-
phisms
;py1 R p RH Hom L E , k ª H Hom K , k for p G 2. .  . . . .Z ? ?
Taking a closer look at the first terms shows that the same result is true
R R R .for p s 1 if E is replaced by D E . Finally, we know that L E s0 i  i. t
R .L E if dim t F 1.t
1 .Remark 5.6. The vector space T yR also has a convex-geometricA
interpretation; it is related to the set of Minkowski summands of the
w x w xcross-cut s l R s 1 . For details, we refer to Al 2 .
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